Trypanosoma cruzi: exploring the nuclear genome of zymodeme 3 stocks by chromosome size polymorphism.
Chagas disease is emerging in the Brazilian Amazon. We evaluated the position of eight zymodeme 3 isolates from Amazonian sylvatic vectors and one human case in relation to Trypanosoma cruzi I and II major groups and hybrid strains by chromosome size polymorphism. Nineteen isolates were analyzed by mapping nine coding sequences on chromosomal bands (0.6-3.3Mbp). Numerical analysis was based on the absolute chromosomal size difference index (aCSDI). A dendrogram was obtained applying the minimum evolution criterion and considering the aCSDI values to estimate the branch lengths. The isolates were distributed in four groups. Group A clustered hybrid isolates; Groups B and C, T. cruzi II and T. cruzi I isolates, respectively. Seven Z3 stocks were clustered in Group D, which showed low intra-group diversity and was the most divergent. The proportion of two different-sized homologous chromosomes was determined. Wild vectors harboring Z3 stocks constitute a potential reservoir of human infection in the Amazon.